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An Invisible Danger increasing You take in organic and non-GMO meals. You only drink purified
drinking water. You look after yourself and your family's health. But could there be considered a
silent, invisible danger causing potential harm to you and your family members? Children born
today will come in contact with much higher dosages of EMF radiation than those born simply
ten years ago. Actually, research confirms that the EMF emitted from common electronic devices
can cause definite biological adjustments in the body, and mounting research has recently
shown it can result in more information on health concerns – some of which may be pretty
significant. EMF radiation made by contemporary technology such as cell phones, tablets,
laptops, Wi-Fi, and smart meters is an emerging health threat, and we are all guinea pigs in a
giant test out many unknown outcomes. But Aren't These Systems Regulated and Safe and
sound? In Radiation Nation, become familiar with: » The most practical safety measures to
protect yourself and your family members from EMF radiation » What EMF radiation is definitely
and how it affects your body biologically » The main health threats including fertility problems
for both men and women, DNA damage, cell mutation, cancers and other significant health risks
» The EMF resources of greatest concern » The most recent scientific studies divided by disease
or condition » How EMF radiation specifically affects children and the ones suffering with
electromagnetic hypersensitivity » Why the current safety specifications for EMF are insufficient
and have to be rewritten » Do stickers, diodes, harmonizers and other items marketing as
protection possess any grounding in research? Reconsider. With a foreword by Bulletproof's
Dave Asprey, Radiation Nation is info-packed with the essential education you need to make
smart options to stay safe when it comes to technology. Most households possess Wi-Fi. And
even schools are becoming increasingly reliant on wireless gadgets. Education is important. And
it's called electromagnetic frequency (EMF) radiation and it's really one of fastest growing health
issues facing our culture. The explosive usage of mobile devices only occurred over the last
twenty years, yet we have only scratched the top of what technology is certainly yet to come.
There could. What exactly are the ramifications and what can we perform now to minimize the
fallout? Is There a remedy? Fortunately, there are simple and effective steps you can take to
reduce the risks of dirty electricity. Yet none of these technologies have already been proven
secure to human beings for long-term exposure. Ninety-five percent of American adults use
mobile phones regularly. Surely the federal government and additional regulatory agencies
make certain these technologies are completely safe before they are accepted for wide-spread
use, ideal?
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This book got me going on obtaining a Smart Meter Guard which changed my entire life This
book got me going on obtaining a Smart Meter Guard which changed my entire life. I was
exhausted, depressed, angry and unmotivated until the radiation went away. You can easily read
also to understand - the authors have done a great job breaking down radiation and in addition
explaining ways to protect yourself: Create length, reduce time, and shield yourself! Addresses
mobile phones well. Please. Informative and detailed, this book is definitely a must-read for
anyone who lives in today's world. Before scanning this book I knew next to nothing on the
subject of the potential dangers of mobile phones, laptops, and our other beloved electronic
devices. Though mentioned to me a couple moments by individuals more cautious with
technology than myself, I dismissed the theory as a little too "out there" for me personally to be
concerned about. You think they didn't drag their feet as long as feasible because of the money
they were receiving from their lobbyists?. In case you are not aware of the disturbances
however be patient. There can be . As a father of 2 toddlers, this book has certainly educated me
to improve our "device" habits. Use it to get educated and make some intelligent decisions to
protect yourself. But, if EMF radiation may be the hidden health hazard of this century, much as
using tobacco was a few years ago, wouldn't you want to find out about it? The research behind
EMF radiation is definitely explained in ways that are simple to understand.I found this book to
end up being extremely informative and thorough. The book also covers the many short and
long term effects EMFs possess on us, the controversy surrounding studies of this character, the
impacts of EMFs on our kids, ways we can protect ourselves, and additional subtopics. The
reserve is filled up with references and links to research that back up Daniel and Ryan's findings.
A classic wealth of information on a topic that I believe we will only hear a growing number of
about in the future. There are solutions if we make sure they are a priority. Thanks to the writer
for contributing so very much information.. It is written in layman's terms and is quite easy to
understand. I highly recommend this book for everyone. Wireless radiation is reported to be the
next "Big Tobbaco. While I understood it was not necessarily good to allow my toddler contact
her encounter to the display of the iPad while FaceTiming her grandmother, I was mainly
worried about "screen time" as it related to her eyesight / distraction level - I didn't realize the
impact that rays could in fact have on her BRAIN.. I purchased multiple copies to donate to local
libraries also to hand out to friends. Regrettably, as I've gotten older, I've seen a growing number
of abuses of power and greed by the people we've entrusted to business lead us and help us.
How long achieved it take the federal government to do something about big tobacco?. This is
an extremely good book. Consider how many businesses, BIG companies, make A lot of money
from gadgets. What I learned in Radiation Nation was astounding. Informative and
IMPORTANT!Thankfully this book has opened the doors (and it'll open your eyes) from what our
"harmless" everyday devices can do to your health, and this business back it up with solid
scientific evidence. Vested curiosity is the motivation for keeping this knowledge quiet, as it will
likely make many people see electronics in a different light and hurt the industry badly.
Awesome book! And you do not think it's happening now with cell phones and electronic
devices? I work in a medical center and know of the risks connected with X-rays, MRI's, etc and
for that reason always avoid them just like the plague. This publication was more centered on
studying EMF radiation hazards and current safety criteria than how exactly to shield yourself
which is actually why I purchased the book but nonetheless valuable information. There is a
steadily growing quantity of research that demonstrate a obvious link between increased EMF
exposure--which our products emit and receive---and adverse physical and mental health
effects.We ended up picking up a few situations for our ipad and phones. I learned the various



ways these make a difference you, and learned some sneaky resources that one might not
primarily think of! health issues are not on the radar - unless the marketplace demands it. Please
read it! I've two small children and I am specifically concerned about how the radiation impacts
their developing bodies. And that is where the majority of their revenue originates from;
Children are incredibly susceptible to radiation. We have become so familiar with carrying our
phones all over the place, to FaceTiming daily, and streaming all of our television programs over
WiFi. And we don't think it is a big deal because everyone does it." Don't wait around for the
government to protect you. This is specifically worrisome for me as my dad recently died of
mind cancer - particularly, glioblastoma.The thing is, science is showing it. a connection between
cell phone make use of and glioblastoma, as Radiation Nation does an excellent work of
explaining. In short, radiation can temperature up a head's tissue only after 15 mins of cell
phone use, so you can imagine how that can affect your brain cells over years and years of
use.This is an excellent book. No-one understands how they are getting slowly killed at the
worst and zapped of their power and joy at most. Know very well what is in your environment!
Everyone should go through this and become aware, blocking everything out isn't realistic, but
understanding the risks can help people to influence federal government and corporations who
have generally do not have our best passions at heart, and perhaps help protect future
generations.Thank you for writing this book and helping people educate themselves. Keep
yourself well-informed about Radiation It is so important we educate ourselves about the
consequences of radiation and its effects on our anatomies especially with our children who
have an increased risks of side effects.. I am now considering likely to all plug in gadgets. The
comparison between how the corporate world denied cigarettes cause tumor and cellular phone
radiation is definitely chilling. Thank you for this research and information and also your
products . Each member of my family has a laptop shield and I intend to buy the cellular phone
case. Protect yourself and your family The information in this book is vital to use technology
safely. I ordered this publication because I very own a couple of the DefenderShield products
and I wanted for more information about ELF and RF radiation. A must continue reading the
dangers of EMF's This book gave me a lot of what I was hoping to find. It provided a survey to
help you identify hazards, describe why and how they are harmful, ways to overcome most of
those dangers, and provided a curved solution to overall improved physical well becoming.
Ought to be required reading Great book on the increasing microwave radiation threat from all
things wireless. Must read for the electronic world we live in! Essential read for the modern
electronic world we live in! after all, if science hasn't proven something obviously and
thoroughly, how true could it be? Your body can only just take so much! I liked that this book
was readable and provided a great introduction to the dangers of non native EMFs. The negative
effects of EMF radiation are indisputable so greater awareness is vital. The authors do that
without promoting their products. In fact I was searching for what the best shielding items were
in the marketplace from scanning this book but just found guidelines to what you should look
for while shopping. I think we all assume there is risk with all the radiation in this digital globe,
however now there are facts to really back it up. Very enligtening Really worth the read! Very
enlightening (no pun intended)! It's worth its weight in gold to get informed and defend you as
well as your family's health! Didn't realize that the research shows given that all twentieth
century plagues could be tied to some facet of our use of electricity! That by itself should be a
waving flag for anybody to want to get informed! Highly recommend! Excellent read! I
purchased this reserve after doing some research on EMF radiation and its own effect on your
body. I have no idea of another book that educates as well as this one does. Please examine and



continue reading about radiation from tablets, mobile phones, laptop computers eat. But, I under
no circumstances thought to look in my own home for sources of radiation! I like that book
explained what EMF radiation is definitely along with practical ideas to reducing contact with
EMF. I will certainly be recommending this book to many others Important info to learn on
nnEMFs! Appreciate the promotion of EMF radiation awareness Almost all continues to dismiss
science exactly like they did with global warming. Excellent read! Most importantly, usage time
and length are your greatest friends. Introductory Book on the EMF problem Easy reading. I
advise everyone to get to reading this book and look after radiation problems in your own home
and on your own person (cell phone, microwave not to mention Smart Meter guards). Not
covered are cell towers, testing meters for measuring EMF and RF areas, and how exactly to
shield your house and body.
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